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A BSTRACT
Postpartum depression (PPD) is a serious illness that affects mothers worldwide. The symptoms of PPD such as low mood and
fatigue undermine the quality of mothers’ interactions with their children, likely explaining the less than optimal development of
children of mothers with PPD. In this way, PPD reduces mothers’ Infant Care Competence (ICC), that is, mothers’ perceived and
performed infant caregiving ability. ICC is similar to other concepts such as maternal competence; however, ICC is specific in its
focus on a mother’s perceptions of her infant care abilities. Knowledge of predictors of ICC in the context of PPD would inform
interventions for mothers with PPD to increase maternal caregiving quality, preventing negative long-term effects on children’s
development. Thus, an integrative systematic review was completed to determine predictors of ICC (both performed and perceived
abilities) in the context of PPD. Six electronic databases were searched (MEDLINE, PubMed, PsycINFO, Cumulative Index to
Nursing and Allied Health Literature [CINAHL], SocINDEX, and the Cochrane Library) for relevant studies that met search
criteria. Twenty-one eligible articles were obtained. Results revealed variables that explained ICC in the context of maternal PPD
including: depression severity and timing of depressive symptoms, social support, maternal adversities, infant characteristics, as
well as demographic variables such as education and income. Overall, this review provides insight into common explanatory
variables of ICC that could be used to target interventions in the postpartum period to promote maternal caregiving abilities, and
ultimately children’s development and health in the context of PPD.
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four weeks after delivery[3] and symptoms include decreased
Postpartum depression (PPD) is a mental health disorder anhedonia, feelings of helplessness and hopelessness, and
that affects approximately 15% of women in Canada[1] and chronic low mood.[3] However, many studies refer to deup to 15% of women worldwide.[2] Depression with peri- pression occurring in the 1st postpartum year as PPD.[4] PPD
partum onset may be diagnosed during pregnancy or within negatively impacts Infant Care Competence (ICC), defined as

1. I NTRODUCTION
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a mother’s perceived ability and performance in infant care
tasks.[5] ICC is similar to other concepts such as maternal
competence[6] or role attainment,[7] but is more specific to
the infant care role. While maternal role competence refers
to how well a mother carries out her role and maternal role
attainment is the process in which a mother accepts her role,
both involve aspects of ICC, that is, mothers’ perceptions
of ability and/or performance of infant care tasks. Other
related terms include maternal self-efficacy,[8] maternal selfesteem,[9] maternal-infant interaction including sensitivity
and responsiveness,[10, 11] and maternal-child relationship
quality,[12] all of which include aspects of ICC, including
performance and perceptions of infant care abilities. In this
way, ICC may be considered a more omnibus term in relation
to infant care. Understanding predictors of ICC, especially
among depressed mothers whose caregiving quality are at
risk due to the symptoms of depression, would offer guidance
for nurses working with these families to promote maternal
and infant health.
PPD is well known to interfere with performed ICC, especially maternal-infant interaction quality, as the symptoms
of PPD often render mothers less sensitive and attentive towards infant cues.[13] Such reduced ICC can be damaging to
infant and child development,[14] including long-term emotional and cognitive deficits as well as health problems.[11, 15]
Moreover, even when mothers’ depressive symptoms resolve,
the quality of interactions with children remain disrupted,[14]
which likely overlaps with how mothers perceive or perform
ICC.[16] Identifying variables that explain ICC in these mothers may be useful to understand and target intervention.
Systematic reviews have examined associations between
PPD and infant/child cognitive and behavioural development,[17] maternal-infant interaction[11] and the benefits of
treatment of PPD[18] on maternal-infant interaction and child
development, including psychosocial development;[15] however, reviews have not focused on ICC or mothers’ perceptions of abilities to care for infants and how these were affected by PPD. To our knowledge, neither primary studies
nor reviews have examined predictors of ICC and related
concepts among mothers affected by PPD. Outside of the
context of PPD, studies have examined predictors of ICCrelated concepts such as parenting self-efficacy and maternal
role competence.[6, 19, 20] Identified predictors include social
support, child development, severity of depressive symptoms,
preterm birth, child temperament, and medications.[19] Social support may reduce depressive symptoms,[21] but the
degree to which social support may affect ICC of women
with PPD is not known. Researchers have reported improved
symptoms when a woman receives adequate support from a
partner or spouse but this support has not demonstrated an
Published by Sciedu Press
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impact on the maternal-child interaction quality.[22] It is important to study whether quality of social support influences
ICC for mothers with depression.
Another predictor of ICC in the context of PPD may include
severity of depressive symptoms. More severe symptoms of
depression including mental confusion and even paranoid
thoughts, delusions or bizarre behaviors,[23] that may or may
not be co-morbid with postpartum psychosis,[24] can affect
ICC and especially maternal-infant relationships.[25] Further, while medications such as anti-depressants or hormone
therapy for PPD have demonstrated PPD symptom relief,
they do not seem to offer any improvement in the quality
of maternal-child interactions, and potentially by extension,
ICC.[15, 26]
Further, there are no studies, however, that reveal how child
development may affect or explain perceived ICC in women
with PPD. An association has been observed between maternal depression and ICC, specifically, maternal-infant interaction in families with preterm infants, specifically with
mothers being less attuned to infants’ needs during interactions.[27] Preterm infants may also have physical conditions
and have difficulty with emotional self-regulation thus affecting ICC. Mothers of these preterm infants sometimes
demonstrate more controlling behaviors or are less sensitive with their infants,[27] which may relate to ICC. Further
research is needed to determine if a child’s development
influences ICC among mothers with PPD. Similarly, child
temperament, either difficult or compatible[28] may relate to
ICC, especially in the context of PPD. Depressed mothers often perceive their infants as more difficult[29, 30] which could
undermine their ICC and relatedly, maternal-child interaction quality or maternal competence. On the other hand, a
child that provides unclear cues or who is more difficult to
soothe, as in the case of a colicky infant, is known to undermine maternal-infant interaction quality,[31] and likely ICC.
However, in the context of PPD, the degree to which infant
temperament may influence ICC is not well understood.
While we have summarized the sparse literature on predictors of depressed mothers’ abilities to care for their infants,
there may be many more variables that impact ICC. Given
the presumed importance of ICC to children’s development
in families affected by PPD, identifying predictors of ICC
would be useful to identify and target interventions. As such,
an integrative systematic review[29] was conducted to determine predictors of ICC among mothers with PPD. The
research question addressed is: “How do depression and
other variables influence and/or explain ICC in the context
of PPD?”
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2. M ETHODS
[29]

The steps outlined by Whittemore, Knafl including problem identification, literature search, data evaluation, data
analysis and synthesis were followed in this integrative review. ICC expert Loretta Secco[5] was also closely consulted
throughout the process.
2.1 Study selection
A systematic search was completed using six electronic
databases: MEDLINE, PubMed, PsycINFO, Cumulative
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL),
SocINDEX, and the Cochrane Library. There were no restrictions with regards to time period. Search terms used
throughout all databases were postpartum depression OR
postnatal depression OR post-partum depression OR postnatal depression. These terms were also combined with
infant care competence, as well as related concepts including
maternal sensitivity, maternal responsiveness, maternal role
attainment, maternal-infant interaction and maternal-infant
relationships. Additionally, the search was performed using
the term “parenting” or “parent” substituted for the term
mothering or maternal.
Studies were selected if they met the following criteria: measure or describe ICC (which includes both performed and
perceived variables/concepts), using tools, questionnaires or
themes that measure ICC; refer to ICC as an outcome; participants included depressed mothers identified via physician
diagnosis or a validated depression screening tool at < 24
months postpartum; were found in English-published journals; were peer reviewed; were primary studies; and were
qualitative or quantitative studies. More specifically, with respect to ICC, papers were included if they measured mothers’
perceived ability and performance of infant caregiving ability or observed mothers’ performance of infant caregiving
ability. Papers were excluded if they did not provide data to
answer the research question. Abstracts were reviewed that
met inclusion criteria independently. For any abstracts for
which it was unclear if the study met criteria, the full article
was retrieved for full assessment.
2.2 Data extraction
Data were extracted using a form developed specifically for
the study that included author(s), study year, study design,
study methods, participant description (e.g. age of mothers
and infants), sample size, how ICC was measured and the
results of the study were assessed. The main outcome of this
review was ICC and similar concepts with different names.
Dr. Loretta Secco determined similar concepts to ICC with
different names, for the purpose of this narrative systematic
review.
120
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2.3 Data summarizing and analytic strategies
Once data were extracted, as per Whittemore, Knafl[29] recommendations, analysis included noting patterns and themes,
clustering, counting, contrasting and comparing, noting relationship between variables and identifying intervening factors. Further, the quality of the studies was assessed using
an adaptation of Young, Solomon’s[32] 10 criteria. The first
author scored each paper, then a second author checked the
scores for accuracy and agreement. Scores were derived
from the assessment questions until an overall score was
established. Some example questions include: ‘What type of
research question is being asked?’ and ‘Did the study methods address the most important potential sources of bias?’
According to Young, & Solomon,[32] different study designs
present with different sources of bias such as longitudinal or
cohort studies. For example, there were concerns with how
sample populations were selected or the length of time the
samples were studied. Researchers should address how selection criteria were accounted for. If researchers addressed
the studies as described according to the criteria, a point was
provided. Studies were assigned a point if criteria were met
or a score of zero if criteria were not met or if the study was
unclear. Scores were then added up to yield a total score out
of 10. The studies were then categorized as: high quality
(scores 9 or 10), good (scores 6 to 8), fair (scores 4 or 5), and
poor (scores 3 or less). The first author appraised the eligible
studies. The majority of studies (n = 19) were deemed as
good with scores ranging from 7 to 8.
Three articles were considered as high quality receiving
scores of 9.

3. R ESULTS
The systematic search identified a total of 994 articles once
duplicates were removed. All abstracts were screened for
eligibility and a total of 954 articles were excluded. Forty
full texts were appraised for suitability and 19 articles were
removed that did not meet criteria for postpartum depression
and ICC. Thus, the final review includes 21 papers that met
inclusion criteria. The selection process is summarized in
Figure 1.
Out of the 21 eligible studies, nineteen papers were quantitative studies and two articles were qualitative.[33, 34] The ages
of participants ranged from 18 to 45 years for mothers and
the infants’ ages ranged from 3 months to 14 months. The
majority of the papers were completed in Europe (England,
Finland, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Scotland; n = 8)[35–42]
and eight studies were completed in the United States.[43–50]
The sample further consisted of two papers from South America (Brazil);[13, 34] two studies from Australia;[33, 51] and one
paper from Asia (Singapore).[20] The sample of mothers
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ranged in ethnicity, marital status, and parity.

and then interviews were conducted to analyze data. Frizzo,
Vivian, Piccinini, Lopes[34] explored forms of parent commuQualitative studies. Using a hermeneutic approach, Barr[33]
nication used by depressed mothers. Several interviews were
studied how PPD impacts maternal adaptation by intercompleted which were recorded and transcribed. Data were
viewing and reviewing participant’s reflective journals. Rethen examined using an iterative approach revealing themes.
searchers used units of meaning (UOM) to look for patterns

Figure 1. The selection process of articles
Quantitative studies. A variety of study designs and scales
were used to describe how PPD relates to ICC. Studies involved tests of interventions including longitudinal designs (n
= 9),[11, 35, 37–42, 44] randomized controlled trials (n = 2),[43, 45]
observational (n = 1),[48] correlational study designs (n =
2),[13, 50] cohort studies (n = 1),[51] non-randomized longitudinal descriptive approach (n = 1),[36] and cross-sectional and
longitudinal studies (n =1).[49]

coded.

Among all of the observational studies, ICC was measured by
video in the home or in a lab with times varying from 5 minutes to 30 minutes (n = 3).[37, 47, 48] In the research using correlational designs and the non-randomized longitudinal descriptive study, mothers were given questionnaires.[20, 46, 50] Using
questionnaires, Foreman, Henshaw[51] studied the mother’s
perceptions of their infants. Completed questionnaires by
Among the longitudinal study designs, measurement of ICC participants were analyzed by using least squares scaling. Fiincluded videos to observe performed ICC (n = 2).[13, 42, 44] nally, the eligible qualitative studies included questionnaires,
Three studies used a combination of video observations as along with semi-structured and in depth interviews.[33, 34]
well as questionnaires to assess perceptions of ICC.[35, 38, 43]
Other studies (n = 4)[36, 39, 49] administered questionnaires 3.1 Depression measures
to the mothers and/or conducted interviews. One study obTo assess PPD or symptoms of depression in the postpartum
served the mother’s interactions, which was then followed
period, nine different scales were used. The most commonly
by an interview.[41] Similarly in the randomized controlled
used depression scale used was the Edinburgh Postnatal Detrial conducted by Forman, O’Hara, Stuart, Gorman, Larsen,
pression Scale (EPDS). Eleven studies assessed for depresCoy,[45] interactions were videotaped and then subsequently
sive symptoms using the EPDS, however using five differPublished by Sciedu Press
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ent cutoff criteria. Four studies had a cutoff score of 9 or
greater.[37, 39, 40, 51] Two had cutoffs of greater than 10.[38, 49]
One other study used the criteria of 12 or greater.[50] Scores
between 12 and 13 were also utilized in two studies.[42, 46]
One other study implemented a cutoff of greater than or equal
to 13.[20] In the study by Murray, Friori-Cowley, Hooper,
Cooper,[41] it was unclear what criteria were applied, however
interviews were completed using the Standardized Psychiatric Interview (SPI).
Only one study used the Inventory to Diagnose Depression
(IDD).[45] This is the only paper that used this 22-item scale
that is commonly used to diagnose Major Depression Disorder according to the DSM-III.[52] In this study, those who had
met the criteria for depression were then interviewed using
the Structured Clinical Interview (SCID).[45] An additional
scale identified was the Symptom Checklist-90 (SCL-90)
revised version.[48] The SCL-90 is a self-report scale that
includes eight fields with a focus on psychiatric symptoms.
There are additional subsections within the scale with a focus on depressive symptoms.[53] One study used the Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (SADS) and
the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale
(CES-D)[44] while another study used the CES-D to assess
for depression.[35] Three studies used the Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI)[13, 34, 43] and one used the BDI and the Depression Adjective Check List (DACL) combined to screen
for depression.[47]
3.2 Infant care competence
The majority of the studies (n = 10) examined performed
ICC from the perspective of maternal-infant interaction quality or parent-child interaction.[34–37, 41–44, 47, 49] Studies that
assessed perceived ICC measured maternal-infant bonding
(n = 2)[40, 50] and maternal sensitivity (n = 2).[13, 38] Maternal
feelings[51] and perceptions of the maternal-infant relationship were further examined with respect to perceived ICC.[39]
In one study by Kim, Teti, Cole[48] maternal emotional availability was examined. Other forms of ICC included maternal
responsiveness,[45] maternal-parental self-efficacy,[20] maternal role attainment[46] and maternal adaptation.[33]
3.3 Quantitative measures and qualitative characterization of infant care competence
Performed and perceived ICC were measured in various
ways. Nearly half of the papers studied maternal-infant interactions by videotape and then coded by an outside observer.
These observations were either completed in the lab or in
the home of the mothers. One particular study by Campbell,
Cohn, Meyers[44] observed and videotaped interactions of
mothers and their infants at 2, 4, and 6 months. Additional
122
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research assessed interactions at 6, 12, and 18 months.[35]
Other studies used questionnaires or interviews to observe
interaction. One study used videotape observations as well as
an interview.[35] To study maternal-infant interaction, mothers were observed and videotaped either during infant free or
structured play. The videotapes were subsequently coded and
analyzed either by trained researchers using a rating scale.
Observations were either conducted in the home or in a lab
some as early as 2 months,[42] 8 months postpartum,[13] or at
2, 4, and 6 months.[44]
The length of the observations varied in addition to the period
that the observations were coded. Boyd, Zayas, McKee[43]
observed mothers interact with her infant for a period of
20 minutes, then coding was completed by experts using
the Interaction Rating Scale (IRS) for 3 minutes after fastforwarding tapes to 5 minutes. This scale examines separate
categories for the mother and the infant. Some of the behaviors observed included facial expressions, gaze, and how
the mother or infant expressed themselves vocally.[43] Observation times varied from 3 to 5 minutes as in the study by
Stanley, Murray, Stein[42] or 30 minutes.[48] Once observations were made either questionnaires were used or scales to
evaluate interactions.
To measure maternal-infant interaction, the majority of the
studies utilized observations that were subsequently coded
or a combination of observations and interviews with the
mother. In Hererra, Reissland, Shepherd,[37] interactions
were coded and measured using the Observer System. Flykt,
Kanninen, Sinkkonen, Punamäki[36] used the Care Index
and Boyd, Zayas, McKee[43] measured interactions using
the Interaction Rating Scale (IRS). Murray, Fiori-Cowley,
Hooper, Cooper[41] further observed interactions; however,
specific measures were not indicated. Similarly Campbell,
Cohn, Meyers[44] coded observations of interactions; however, maternal-infant interactions were measured using the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development
(NICHD). In this study, observations were again videotaped,
however during structured play versus free play. Interactions
were then coded by a scale that was developed by the NICHD,
Qualitative Ratings for Parent-Child Interaction, which examined mother’s behaviors such as sensitivity or intrusiveness.
The qualitative study by Hoffman, Drotar[47] measured interactions using the Global Dimensions Rating Scale (GDRS)
to measure “Expressivity/Affective Involvement”, “Stimulation/Activity”, and “Responsivity/Sensitivity”. This scale
was specifically developed for this particular study. The other
measure used was a version of the Greenspan-Lieberman
Observation Scale to determine the frequency of behaviors.
Face to face interactions, as in the study by Stanley, Murray,
Stein[42] were videotaped and then observed for mothers’
ISSN 1925-4040
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likelihood to respond to infant’s behavior during a time period. Observations were further made during periods where
mother’s behaviors were noted that were not related to the
infant’s behavior. Observed interactions between the mother
and child and like similar studies assessed and coded for
how mother and infant connected. Maternal responsiveness
was another ICC related concept that was studied in Forman,
O’Hara, Stuart, Gorman, Larsen.[45] In this study responsiveness was measured with the global ratings and a microscopic
system to code for the interactions. Global ratings assessed
maternal sensitivity, acceptance, and cooperation for each
interaction between mother and child.[45]
Questionnaires and interviews were used to measure perceived ICC were further used. The Parent-Child Dysfunctional Interaction (P-CDI) subscale of the Parenting-Stress
Index-Short Form (PSI-SF) assessed the mother’s frustration
with the interactions.[49] In addition the Maternal Postnatal
Attachment Scale (MPAS) measured how attached a mother
felt towards their infant.[49] Interviews were conducted in
two studies. The Pregnancy and Childbirth Interview, Marital Relationship Interview, and the Motherhood Interview
examined the feelings mothers had towards pregnancy, their
relationship and motherhood respectively.[34]
To measure maternal-infant bonding, the Postpartum Bonding Questionnaire (PBQ) was used by Moehler, Brunner, Wiebel, Reck, Resch[40] and Sockol, Epperson, Barber.[50] Bonding was assessed using a 25-item questionnaire that includes four areas: “Impaired Bonding”, “Rejection/Pathological Anger”, “Maternal Anxiety”, and “Risk
of Abuse”. In one study both the IRS and the PBQ were
utilized.[39] Maternal sensitivity was measured using two
different scales. In the study by Kemppinen, Kumpulainen,
Moilanen, Ebeling,[38] the CARE-Index[54] was used after
observing interactions between the mother and the infant
and coding captured maternal and infant vocal and facial expressions. Other measures for sensitivity were not specified;
however mothers were observed and filmed for 10 minutes
using toys that were provided for them. Researchers observed and coded for interactions that included how a mother
responds to her infant’s cries.[13] In the study conducted by
Barr,[33] interviews and journals were completed by mothers
to determine maternal adaptation or how they felt about becoming a mother. In Foreman, Henshaw,[51] objective and
subjective feelings of how a mother felt towards her infant
and the role of becoming a mother were studied.

2019, Vol. 9, No. 5

ceived Maternal Parental Self-Efficacy scale[20] and the Emotional Availability Scales (EAS)[48] respectively.
3.4 Variables explaining ICC in the context of PPD:
Quantitative studies
While results varied between studies, variables that explained
ICC among the depressed samples of mothers included: demographics, severity of depression symptoms, timing of the
depressive symptoms, social support, maternal adversity, attachment, and infant characteristics such as age, gender, or
infant behaviors.
Demographics. Mason, Briggs, Silver[49] found that having
a higher level of education influenced ICC, or specifically,
decreased feelings of stress in the mother’s interactions. Although there was an association between education and interaction quality, the relationship was weak. Contrary to those
findings, Moehler, Brunner, Wiebel, Reck, Resch[40] examined the relationship between education level and bonding,
however no association between the two was found.
Depression symptoms, severity, chronicity, and timing.
Women with depressive symptoms were observed to have
reduced ICC. Specifically, depressed women have more negative perceptions of their infants than perceptions of either
themselves as a mother or their ability to care for their infants.[46] Further, women with depression had more negative
perceptions of their infants than never depressed women.[51]
In contrast, Kim, Teti, Cole[48] found that emotional availability did not relate to maternal depressive symptoms.

With respect to depression severity, Loh, Vostanis[39] did not
find an association between depression severity and bonding.
However, Sockol, Epperson, Barber[50] found that higher
scores on the EPDS (> 11) or mothers reporting a symptom
of severe depression predicted lower scores on the PBQ. The
timing of depression symptoms is another explanatory variable of ICC. Flykt et al.[36] found that prenatal depressive
symptoms demonstrated a larger impact on the maternalinfant interaction than postnatal symptoms. In this study,
mothers were less responsive with their children when depressive symptoms occurred prenatally. Similarly, mothers
with chronic depression versus those whose symptoms diminish over time were less positive during interactions.[44]
Kemppinen et al.[38] also found that chronic and prenatal
depressive symptoms predicted negative maternal-infant interactions. Stanley, Murray, Stein[42] did not find that chronic
depressive symptoms impacted interactions. When responMaternal role attainment was examined using three different siveness towards the infant and maternal depression were
scales, “The Myself As Mother scale”, “My Baby”, and the measured along 3 and 6 months periods, no significant rela“Perceived Competence Scale”.[46] Maternal self-efficacy tionship was found.
and emotional availability were measured using the PerSocial support. Only one study identified social support
Published by Sciedu Press
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as an explanatory variable. Shorey, Chan, Chong, He[20]
revealed that social support, specifically, total support was a
predictor of ICC, specifically, maternal parental self-efficacy
(MPSE). According to Shorey, Chan, Chong, He[20] higher
levels of support, both functional and structural, were related
to higher levels of MPSE.
Personal adversities. Social or personal adversities were
further identified as variables that impacted ICC among
women with depression. Loh, Vostanis[39] observed that decreased satisfaction with work based on responses on the Social Questionnaire was correlated with poor maternal-infant
interactions. Murray et al.[41] measured personal and social
adversities with the Life Events and Difficulties Schedule
(LEDS). Some of the areas covered were infant health, relationships with their partners, or family health. The presence
of adversities in mothers was associated with less sensitive
interactions, decreased affirmations towards her infant and
an increase in negating behaviors, such as disrupting infant
activities.[41] In Boyd, Zayas, McKee,[43] the Revised Life
Events Questionnaire (LEQ) was used to study adversities.
A few examples of life events included difficulties at work,
acquiring new friendships, or relocating to a new city. The
total number of negative life events determined the negative
life events score. Although the two were correlated, the significance was small and life events predicted lower quality
maternal-infant interactions.

2019, Vol. 9, No. 5

haviors during interactions.
Infant age and gender were two other variables that were
studied that may influence ICC among depressed mothers.
Herrera, Reissland, Shepherd[37] noted that depressed mothers differed in the patterns of lifting based on the infant’s age.
Ten-month-old infants of depressed mothers were lifted more
frequently than 6-month-old infants of depressed mothers.
Depressed mothers lifted their older infants more frequently
as a form of restricting or controlling their behaviors. Infant
gender was also researched in studies conducted by Murrary, Fiori-Cowley, Hooper, Cooper[41] and Moehler, Brunner, Wiebel, Reck, Resch.[40] Neither study revealed any
effects of infant gender on ICC, specifically maternal-infant
interactions and postpartum bonding.[40]
3.5 Variables explaining ICC in the context of PPD:
Qualitative studies
One variable noted to impact ICC among depressed mothers. In Barr,[33] the perception of being “stuck” in what is
described as a liminal state influenced the interactions the
mother had with her infant. The feeling of being stuck in
this state decreased parenting abilities. For example, mothers described infant care tasks as being mechanical; having
limited maternal-infant interactions when performing infant
care tasks.
Infant behaviors were another explanatory variable of ICC,
similar to what was observed among the qualitative studies. Frizzo, Vivian, Piccinini, Lopez[34] determined that the
infant’s role in communication would impact the mother’s
interactions. In other words, if her infant was able to communicate with the mother and understand the mother, the
mother was able to interact with her infant and pick up on
infant cues.

Fetal and adult attachment. Maternal-fetal attachment,
measured using the Maternal-Fetal Attachment scale was utilized in the study conducted by Alvarenga, Dazzani, Lordelo,
Alfaya, Piccinini.[13] The study examined a mother’s attachment to her fetus and the relationship to maternal sensitivity.
Researchers discovered that a strong maternal-fetal attachment during pregnancy was significantly correlated to ICC,
specifically, greater maternal sensitivity at 8 months postpartum. Flykt, Kanninen, Sinkkonen, Pumamäki[36] also studied 4. D ISCUSSION
prenatal attachment. Mothers who were more autonomously An integrative systematic review was completed to answer
attached to their significant other were more sensitive in their the question: “How do depression and other variables influinteractions with their infants.
ence and/or explain ICC in the context of PPD?” While a
Infant characteristics. Infant characteristics, such as age, significant amount of research has been conducted on how
gender or infant behaviors were observed to impact ICC PPD affects maternal-infant interaction or performed ICC,
among depressed women. Azak, Raeder[35] measured infant little is known explicitly about variables that affect perceived
negative reactivity (a measure of temperament) and infant maternal ICC. The systematic search showed that many of
cognitive development. Researchers found that infant neg- the included studies assessed/observed maternal-infant inative reactivity was negatively related to maternal style and teraction (performed ICC) and eight measured perceptions
positive cognitive development was related to dyadic mutu- of mothering or ICC with self-report scales or qualitative
ality. Similarly, Hoffman, Drotar[47] found that infants of interviews. Among the included studies, eight common exdepressed mothers were observed to have a decreased range planatory variables were found. The variables included: deof emotions and affect during maternal-infant interactions. mographic variables such as education, severity of depressive
The infants also demonstrated a decrease in contingent be- symptoms, timing of depressive symptoms, social support,
maternal adversity, attachment pattern (adult and fetal), ma124
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ternal characteristics such as perceptions, as well as infant
reactivity or infant behaviors.
Demographic variables, particularly the level of education,
predicted ICC. Depressed mothers with higher education levels reported lower stress in the maternal-infant interaction.[49]
A mother’s education level appeared to be a protective factor
in the maternal-infant relationship. Similar findings were
observed in other reviews that examined parenting competence and maternal bonding. Johnson[55] found the mother’s
education level, age, and socioeconomic status were factors
that improved maternal-infant interaction. Similar findings
were found in studies of non-depressed mothers, in particular a positive correlation was found between increased age,
education level, and improved maternal competence or selfefficacy.[19] In contrast, Moehler, Brunner, Wiebel, Reck,
Resch[40] did not find any significant relationship between
education and bonding. The differences may be related to
how ICC was measured. Mason, Briggs, Silver[49] measured parenting stress, while Moehler, Brunner, Wiebel, Rec,
Resch[40] measured postpartum bonding, which may explain
differences in research findings. For depressed mothers,
higher education levels may act as a buffer to ICC. Higher
levels of education may provide mothers with the skills to
access resources and work effectively through parenting challenges that is similar to findings on non-depressed mothers.
Two studies showed that depressive symptoms predict negative perceptions of caregiving, potentially further decreasing
feelings of competency and ICC in women.[46, 51] The timing
of depressive symptoms and chronicity of symptoms were
further found to be explanatory variables of ICC. Among the
sample of mothers already diagnosed with depression, the
timing of symptoms impacted ICC, specifically in observed
maternal-infant interactions. Higher scores on the EPDS
(>11)[56] or depressive symptoms occurring pre and postnatally negatively affected maternal style.[38] Sockol, Epperson,
Barber[56] suggest that the severity of depressive symptoms
may be an important explanatory variable of ICC, specifically bonding between a mother and infant. As well, mothers
with chronic symptoms that remained over a 6-month period demonstrated decreased ICC,[44] specifically observed
to be less competent during activities such as feeding and
to demonstrate more negative affect during toy play.[44] In
addition, mothers with symptoms diagnosed prenatally and
at 5 months responded less to infants during interactions.[36]
Few researchers have studied how chronicity or higher depression scores influences ICC. Sockol et al.’s[50] finding
of severity of symptoms demonstrating a weak relationship
with maternal-interactions should therefore be interpreted
with caution.
Published by Sciedu Press
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Social support was another variable that explained ICC
among mothers with depression. Shorey, Chan, Chong,
He[57] showed a positive relationship between total social
support and MPSE, with higher total social support scores
positively correlated with higher scores of self-efficacy, in
spite of depressive symptoms. Social support in the form
of informational, instrumental or informal support helps improve mother’s feelings of adequacy in performing tasks
related to infant care.[57] These findings are consistent with
other studies that examined the positive role that social support plays in mothers with or without depression.[6, 19] Findings are also consistent with Barnard’s model,[58–60] where
the environment, which includes social support, is associated
with improved ICC.
Maternal adversities or stressful events for mothers affected
by depression were further identified as explanatory variables
of ICC. For depressed mothers, recent adversities, such as
a difficult relationship or decrease in job satisfaction, lowered maternal-infant interaction quality. A decrease in interaction quality suggests that adversities and depression are
related.[61] According to Najman et al.[61] adversities may
worsen depressive symptoms further impacting the way the
mother functions, therefore decreasing parenting abilities.
Adversities have been shown to lead to distress, negatively
impact mood, and decease a mother’s own self-perception.[62]
Poor self-perception in conjunction with depressive symptoms may further disrupt ICC. Other research has shown that
earlier life adversities, such as those in childhood, predict
both depressive symptoms and less than optimal child developmental outcomes. This suggests that future research
could examine the associations among early life adversities,
maternal depression and ICC.[63]
A mother’s sense of attachment to her fetus has been correlated with improved ICC. Research conducted by Alvarenga,
Dazzani, Lordelo, Alfaya, Piccinini[13] noted that better
maternal-fetal attachment scores were positively correlated
with stronger sensitivity scores.[36] Maternal sensitivity examines how a mother is able to pick up on infant cues or
signals.[64] Mothers with depression often have difficulty
with these cues due to symptoms related to low mood that
prevent mothers from being attuned to the needs of the infant.[65] However, as Alvarenga, Dazzani, Lordelo, Alfaya,
Piccinini[13] demonstrated that, mothers with strong fetal attachment demonstrate increases in sensitivity. While similar
findings have been observed with non-depressed women,[64]
results again should be taken with caution due to the study’s
low quality score and small sample size.
Infant characteristics were identified as explanatory variables
of ICC in depressed mothers, including infant temperament
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and age. These findings are consistent with similar research
done on non-depressed samples. Research has shown that
mothers of infants with easier temperament have less difficulty with parenting abilities.[6, 19] Responsive infants create
positive maternal feeling states and confidence carrying out
infant care tasks. In one study, data revealed that infant age
influenced ICC, in that ten-month-old infants were lifted and
held more than 6-month-old infants,[37] with the authors suggesting that depressed mothers had difficulty attending to
infant cues as the infant ages. These findings are consistent
with Barnard’s model,[58–60] where newborns’ developmental
age can influence competency. Infant gender was studied
in two separate studies, however no significant associations
were obtained on infant gender and competence.[40, 41]
To our knowledge, this is the first narrative systematic review
that examined explanatory variables of ICC among women
with depression. The review was comprehensive in focusing
on up to 24 months postpartum and no imposed restrictions
on the years of the studies reviewed, adding to the strength
of the study. One limitation is that many of the variables
identified were from studies that used self-report measures
of depression and perceived ICC. There is the possibility of
bias in the reporting of responses i.e., over reporting symptoms that could influence the results of this review. Another
limitation is the number of qualitative studies, with only
two. Future research is needed on qualitative investigation of
perceived ICC and depression in order to obtain a broad spectrum of information and perspectives. Furthermore, while
questions about the quality of articles were assessed with
expert advice, it would have been helpful to consult a second
ICC expert. Finally, fathers were not considered for this
systematic review due to a lack of research that has been
conducted on explanatory variables of ICC among fathers
with postpartum depression.
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mothers who have been diagnosed with PPD in order to
assess other predictors of ICC.
Further research on ICC should also include fathers. Many
studies have a focus on the mothers’ ability in providing
care. Given fathers’ seminal role in support provision to
mothers with PPD,[67] examining the impact of a father’s
perception in ICC and its impact on infants may require additional exploration. Finally, research on the role of cultural
influences on ICC may add to the research findings. The
majority of the research was conducted predominantly on
Caucasian mothers. Few of the studies researched mothers of
different races and did not fully explore how a mother’s race
may play a role in ICC and how it may influence mothers
and their families in obtaining support. Finally, the lack of
findings on perceived ICC demonstrates the need for further
research on this topic area. Policy makers who make decisions about funding programs that serve perinatal women
should focus on the development of social support groups
for women who lack support systems and who are at risk for
PPD. In addition, developing practice guidelines is imperative for nurses to specifically focus on mothers who describe
having adversities in their life. Proper identification could
act as a screening tool for possible counseling.

5. C ONCLUSION
In summary, to improve ICC among women with depression,
understanding the variables that may influence perceived and
performed competency is essential to help parents achieve
their developmental potentials. Variables that predicted ICC
included: sociodemographic variables such as education,
severity of depressive symptoms, timing of depressive symptoms, social support, maternal adversity, attachment pattern
(adult and fetal), as well as infant temperamental reactivity.
This knowledge may lead to early detection of areas for focus in helping mothers attain optimal ICC and ultimately
prevent possible developmental problems in their children.
For women with PPD, assessments of sociodemographics,
symptoms and timing of depression, social support and attachment may lead to development of targeted programs to
promote ICC.

Given the link between PPD and child development may be
mediated by the quality of maternal-infant relationship,[66]
knowledge of explanatory variables of ICC can inform early
interventions and treatment. Early treatment can prevent the
negative long-term impact on children’s development associated with altered relationships between mothers with PPD
and their infants. Early treatment such as counseling could
also increase maternal self-confidence, and put less strain ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
on the health care system in the future associated with reme- We would like to thank Dr. Loretta Secco for her valuable
dial support for children with developmental problems.[15] guidance with regard to determining similar concepts to ICC
Standard questions could be included in all assessments for with different names.
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